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Chair’s Message

The year is heading towards the end.
Best-off lists are made and good intentions for next
year are getting prepared.
I know it is cliche, but I'm also a sucker for this
"tradition". My Grand-Father used to say, there are
no "traditions", only "bad habits", but still, it won't
hold me back.
Over the past year I saw again a good Leadership
team in the ASQ Reliability and Risk Division, and
there are a lot of people I should mention.
But this month a special shout-out for Mohammad
Pourgol-Mohammad, who received the ASQ’s
highest honors as Fellow of the Society.
“For contributions in engineering research and
education for Reliability Science, Risk Analysis and
Quality Assurance.”

We know him for his newsletter editing, Webinar presentations, papers, course instructor work and 
his constant support of the ASQ Reliability and Risk Division. I'm very happy to have Mohammad in 
our team and I hope he will support us in the years to come.
So what is in the works for the upcoming year? 
We will provide more info on our conference RMMR "Reliability, Maintenance & Managing Risk 
Conference" soon.
Next year there will also be more focus on content, and this will be visible on MyASQ, our website 
asqrrd.org and our social media platforms.
January 23-26, 2023, also brings the RAMS 2023 conference. There will be a CRE track this year 
covering everything you need to know for your ASQ Certified Reliability exam based on the 
Engineer Body of Knowledge.
https://asqrrd.org/get-your-asq-reliability-engineer-cre-at-rams/
And there will also be 2 courses taught by ASQ Reliability and Risk Division instructors:
An 8-hour pre-conference course “Practical RCA & Problem Solving” will be taught by David Auda
on Sunday, 8 am – 5 pm.
An 8-hour post-conference course “Practical Risk Assessment Training” will be taught by Dr. 
Mohammad Pourgol-Mohamad on Thursday, 1 pm – 5 pm + Friday, 8 am – Noon.
So a lot to look forward to. 
I wish you all a nice end of year celebration and positive reflections to get fueled for 2023. 

Regards, Tim Gaens

Tim Gaens
Chair, ASQ Reliability & Risk Division
tim@asqrrd.org
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Webinars and Webinar info 

Upcoming ASQ RRD Webinars

Calling all Webinar Authors!!
Dave Auda (davidauda@yahoo.com)

We would like to extend an invitation on behalf of the ASQ Risk and Reliability 
Division (ASQRRD). If you would be interested in being a presenter of an ASQRRD 
webinar, contact Dave Auda. Webinars run every 2nd Thursday of the month at noon 
EDT for 1 hour,. The content should be something that the attendees can use, Reliability-
related knowledge and/or skill. 

Why present? A large potential audience that we invite, an additional entry to your 
resume demonstrating competence, refine your skills, AND earn recertification points. 

If you have need of support in developing, preparing and/or presenting at such an 
event, we can support. Become a recognized subject matter expert! 

SeptImproved Chi-Square method for Reliability and Quality practitioners (Chi Square 
Corrections) Charles Recchia
Thursday, Dec 8 2022 12:00 PM in Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Reg link https://asqrrd.org/asq-rrd-webinar-chi-square-corrections/

Case Study – Pellet Conveyor Failure Kaushal Kumar Singh
Jan 12, 2023 12:00 P.M. Eastern Time (US & Canada)
Reg link https://asqrrd.org/asq-rrd-webinar-case-study-pellet-conveyor-failure/

Fault-Tree-Based Systems Joe Berk
Feb 09, 2023 12:00 P.M. Eastern Time (US & Canada)
Registration link will be provided later.

Social Media Update
Tim Gaens (tim@asqrrd.org)

Facebook
161 likes
176 followers

Linkedin:
Page: 983 followers
Group: 4,729 members

Twitter:
ASQ-RD Latinoamerica 308 Followers
ASQ Reliability Div 729 Followers

mailto:davidauda@yahoo.com)
https://asqrrd.org/asq-rrd-webinar-chi-square-corrections/
https://asqrrd.org/asq-rrd-webinar-case-study-pellet-conveyor-failure/
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Reliability & Quality Software

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

• Integrated suite 

• Stand-alone tools 

• FMEA, FMECA 

• FRACAS, CAPA 

• Fault Tree 

• Reliability PredicCon 

• Reliability Block Diagram 

• RCM, Maintainability 

• Weibull 

• ALT 

• Browser-based 

• On-premise or cloud-based 

• Training and implementaCon 

• Knowledgeable tech support 

• Free, no install trial

Relyence® offers a complete solu2on for all your reliability and quality so8ware 
needs. Along with our so8ware tools, we offer top-notch technical support, 
implementa2on services, and training.  

The Relyence SoluCon. Providing seamless integra0on between FMEA (including 
Process Flow Diagrams and Control Plans), FRACAS, Fault Tree, Reliability 
Predic0on, RBD, RCM, Maintainability, Weibull, and ALT analyses, the Relyence 
tool suite empowers you to effec0vely manage your products throughout their 
lifecycle. You can use each module stand-alone, or combine the tools you need in 
our Relyence Studio integrated plaLorm. 

Power & InnovaCon. Relyence tools offer an impressive list of features. Just a few 
of the highlights include: customizable cross-module dashboards; user-interface 
customiza0on; flexible report genera0on; data impor0ng and expor0ng; API 
func0onality; device libraries; workflow, approvals, and no0fica0ons; user and 
group roles and permissions; and Relyence innova0ons such always-in-syncTM 
technology, smart-layout, Knowledge BanksTM for lessons learned reusability, 
FMEA-Fault Tree link-syncTM, and Intelligent Part MappingTM for device decoding. 

Flexibility & CollaboraCon. All Relyence tools can be accessed from any 
computer, PC, Mac, laptop, tablet, or smartphone for ul0mate flexibility and team 
collabora0on. You can use Relyence either as an on-premise installa0on on 
individual computers or a network, or as a zero-client, browser-based plaLorm 
with your data hosted in the MicrosoV cloud or in your own private cloud. The 
choice is yours! 

Rely on Excellence. In conjunc0on with our soVware tools, we provide world-class 
services to help ensure your success. Our Implementa0on and Training teams can 
get you up to speed quickly, and our Technical Support team consistently provides 
support that is unparalleled in the industry.

relyence.com · 724.832.1900
Relyence® is a registered trademark of Relyence Corpora6on. Other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respec6ve holders.

TRY FOR FREE

FMEA・FRACAS・Fault Tree・Reliability Prediction 
RBD・RCM・Maintainability・Weibull・ALT



CALL FOR PAPERS 

For more information:
https://think.taylorandfrancis.com/special_issues/quality-engineering-reliability

https://think.taylorandfrancis.com/special_issues/quality-engineering-reliability/


RAMS 2023® Welcomes You  
The 69th Annual Reliability & Maintainability Symposium 
(RAMS® 2023) will be held at The Florida Hotel and 
Conference Center, Orlando, Florida during the week of 
January 23–26, 2023. The theme for RAMS® 2023 is “The 
Digital Transformation of R&M”. With the advent and 
emergence of significant data enabled by Artificial 
Intelligence and machine learning, reliability and 
maintainability can now be incorporated in the digital 
engineering design while also improved through the 
collection and timely analysis of equipment-specific field 
data and health monitoring systems.
Digital transformation in our enterprises is not an end state 
but a competitive necessity. AI/ML application to our R&M 
tools, techniques and processes (and products) promises 
speed and scale. This is essential in a competitive acquisition 
and engineering environment to be relevant. When program 
management instantiates advanced techniques into R&M 
engineering activities, such as digital design and machine 
learning and other advanced analytics, it enables products to 
evolve at a much more proactive, effective, and cost-efficient 
approach. Ultimately it facilitates

increased speed to market, adoption of new technology, 
and especially for repairable systems, products that are 
more reliable, maintainable, and supportable.
With this in mind, we invite you to share your 
theoretical or practical findings of your research, 
engineering case studies, success stories, lessons 
learned, R&M based analyses and simulations, or R&M 
discoveries at RAMS® 2023 in Orlando. Tell us how 
you are designing, optimizing, and supporting systems 
(both hardware and software) through the execution of 
RAMS® disciplines. RAMS® is the premier forum for 
sharing your experience, knowledge, and road maps to 
success. Make your contribution to the advancement of 
the RAMS disciplines and enjoy participating in the 
rich exchange of ideas and solutions. We want you to 
contribute your unique experience to our synergistic 
symposium sponsored by eight professional societies. 
Start planning to submit your paper or tutorial now.



ASQRRD 2022-2023 Leadership Team 

https://asqrrd.org/get-your-asq-reliability-engineer-cre-at-rams/

https://asqrrd.org/the-69th-annual-reliability-and-maintainability-
symposium/

https://asqrrd.org/rams-2023-asq-rrd-courses/

RAMS CRE track and Short Courses

https://asqrrd.org/get-your-asq-reliability-engineer-cre-at-rams/
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ASQRRD 2022-2023 Active Volunteers

jd.Solomon@ communicating
with finesse.com

jd.solomon@communicatingwithfinesse.



1. Which of the following is most valuable in Human engineering?:
A. FMECA   B. Digital computer   C. Monte Carlo Analysis    D. Full scale model

2. Hazard probability level “A” assigned to a hazard normally means: The Hazard …..
A. Is possible   B.  Is unlikely to occur  C. Is very likely to occur  D. Will occur sometimes

3.The purpose of a burn-in operation on parts:
A Make sure they can operate at elevated temperature.  B. Make sure they can meet safety regulations
C. Remove weak members from the population.            D. Determine their thermal resistance

4. Five motors are run to failure. Failure times are (in hours): 632,3450,816,928,150. Assuming an exponential distribution, 
what are the 90% confidence bounds for the MTTF? 
A. 1051, 1942     B. 847, 2650    C. 347, 3747      D.  653, 3034

5. The reliability of a machine is given by

A. 0.04-0.008t   B. 0.04+.016t    C. 0.0016+. 008t2  D. 0.04+.064t

6. There is a contractual requirement to demonstrate with 90% confidence that a vehicle can achieve a 100-km mission with
a reliability of 99%. The acceptance test is performed by running 10 vehicles over a 50,000- km test track.
What is the contractual MTTF?
A. 9950km  B. 4975km  C. 19900km  D. 7500km

7. Suppose the CDF for time to failure is given by:
Determine the PDF f(t),

A. f(t)=at   B. f(t)=2-at   C. f(t)=2at D. f(t)=1/Sqrt(at)

8. A manufacturer determines that the average television set is used 1.8 hr/day. A one-year warranty is offered on the picture
tube having a MTTF of 2000 hr. If the distribution is exponential, what fraction of the tubes will fail during the warranty
period?
A. 0.28 B. 0.17 C. 0.34 D. 0.48

9. Assume that the occurrence of earthquakes strong enough to be damaging to a particular  structure is governed by the 
Poisson distribution. If the mean time between such earthquakes is twice the design life of the structure,             what is the 
probability that the structure will be damaged during its design life?
A. 0.90      B. 0.73     C. 0.61     D.  0.50

10. Thermocouples of a particular design have a failure rate of λ = 0.008/ hr. How many thermocouples must be placed in 
active parallel if the system is to run for 100 hrs with a system failure probability of no more than 0.05? Assume that all 
failures are independent.
A. 4    B.  5    C.  6    D. 7

2( ) = exp [ 0.04  0.008 ] (  in years).R t t t t− −
What is the failure rate?
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TECH SPOT: SAMPLE CRE QUESTIONS (Part 20)

The Answers will appear on ASQRRD Blog on December 30th



Short Tech Reading

The Answers will appear on ASQRRD Blog on December 30th

Proportional Hazard Model (PHM)
Amin Moniri-Morad, University of Nevada, Reno

Mohammad Pourgol-Mohamad, University of Maryland, College Park

Generally, there are two major methods for the reliability evaluation in mechanical systems at the system

level, including time- and covariate-based reliability analyses. The time-based reliability analysis is

focused on evaluating the time-to-event data obtained from the observations. The covariate-based

reliability analysis, so-called semi-parametric techniques, is employed to be fitted to the failure dataset

containing the time-to-event, environmental, and operational data. This analysis technique is used when

the operation process is conducted in a heterogeneous environment. The PHM is recognized as one of

the most practical techniques for modeling the hazard rate in multi-component mechanical systems,

which operate in harsh and heterogeneous environments like surface mine operations.

The PHM is mathematically formulated through two key components: a baseline hazard rate function

(dependent only on time) and an exponential term (the set of covariates). It is defined as follows:

ℎ 𝑡𝑡 𝑍𝑍 = ℎ0 𝑡𝑡 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍 (1)

where ℎ 𝑡𝑡 𝑧𝑧 represents the observed hazard rate, 𝑍𝑍 is a 𝑒𝑒 × 1 vector including a containing set of

covariates, 𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇 is a 1 × 𝑒𝑒 vector of regression coefficients, and ℎ0 𝑡𝑡 denotes the baseline hazard rate. In

this case, hazard proportionality is a key assumption. According to Equation (2), the hazard ratio remains

constant for any two observations over time:

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = ℎ1 𝑡𝑡 𝑍𝑍1
ℎ2 𝑡𝑡 𝑍𝑍2

= ℎ0 𝑡𝑡 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍1
ℎ0 𝑡𝑡 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍2

= 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒[𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇 𝑍𝑍1 − 𝑍𝑍2 ] (2)

where 𝑍𝑍1 and 𝑍𝑍2 are the sets of covariates for two different observations.

Modeling baseline hazard function

Modeling the baseline hazard rate is the most important part of the PHM. It is formulated through non-

parametric and parametric models. In the non-parametric case, the baseline hazard rate is obtained by

recovery methods. The vector of regression coefficients (𝛽𝛽) is estimated by maximizing the partial

likelihood function.



Short Tech Reading

The Answers will appear on ASQRRD Blog on December 30th

Proportional Hazard Model (PHM)-continued

In this case, the hazard rate and reliability functions are unavailable for simulation and extrapolation

purposes. Alternatively, the parametric model is based on two approaches: the standard parametric

distributions and flexible parametric models. In this step, it is necessary to decide about choosing the

standard parametric distributions or flexible parametric baseline function.

Standard parametric PHM

In this approach, the baseline hazard function is modeled through the standard parametric distributions

(i.e., Weibull family), which satisfy the proportional hazards assumption.

Flexible parametric PHM

The flexible parametric PHM is developed to capture an actual shape for the observed hazard function.

The advantages of this technique consist of satisfying the proportional hazard properties, implementing

simulations and extrapolations, considering time-varying covariates, and generating absolute assessments

for reliability and hazard functions.

To configure the flexible parametric PHM, the hazard scale is transformed into the log-cumulative hazard

scale. The log-cumulative hazard function is generally a steady function, which is easier to capture its

shape. The flexible parametric baseline function can be attained using a smooth and non-linear function

of the Natural Cubic Spline (NCS). The NCS is described as piecewise cubic polynomials joined at the

knots. This spline is constrained to be linear and continuously differentiable (smooth function) in the

entire interval. The NCS is represented as:

𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑒 = 𝛾𝛾0 + 𝛾𝛾1𝑒𝑒 + ∑𝑗𝑗=2𝑘𝑘−1 𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗 𝜓𝜓𝑗𝑗(𝑒𝑒) (3)

where 𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑒 is NCS, 𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗 is the parameter value, 𝜓𝜓𝑗𝑗 𝑒𝑒 = 𝑒𝑒 − 𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 +
3 − 𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 𝑒𝑒 − 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 +

3 − (1 − 𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗)(

)
𝑒𝑒 −

𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒 +
3 , and 𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 = ⁄(𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒 − 𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗) (𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒 − 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚). If the value of 𝑒𝑒 − 𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 +

3
is positive, it is equal to

(𝑒𝑒 − 𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗)3; otherwise, it takes zero value.

Therefore, the log-cumulative hazard function is formulated by the following function:

ln 𝐻𝐻 𝑡𝑡 𝑍𝑍 = 𝑠𝑠 ln(𝑡𝑡) 𝛾𝛾,𝑘𝑘 + 𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍 (4)

where 𝑠𝑠 ln(𝑡𝑡) 𝛾𝛾,𝑘𝑘 is the NCS, 𝑘𝑘 is the number of knots, 𝛾𝛾 is the parameter value, and ln(𝑡𝑡) is the time 

scale of the model.
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Instructions to receive RU's when watching 
recorded videos-1

Go to the website of ASQ Reliability and Risk Division https://asqrrd.org/

Go to the resource menu item and click on “Recorded Webinars”

https://asqrrd.org/
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Instructions to receive RU's when watching 
recorded videos-2

Open the page of the recorded webinar you like to watch.
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Instructions to receive RU's when watching 
recorded videos-3

Go to the video player and click play – video will start playing

At the end of the video a pop-up window will appear

Enter your email, name and ASQ member number (optional).
Click “Get your RU’s”
RU’s equivalent to the webinar length will be emailed to the email address you entered.
More videos are added monthly.
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